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General Project Description - 2

1 Background and Objectives
1-1 Background
The tourism industry produces 75% of GDP which accounts for 30% of foreign currency income and provide
40% of employment in the Republic of Palau (“ROP”). Foreign tourists come to ROP through its only one
international gateway the Palau International Airport (“ROR”). The number of passenger has been increasing
and the passenger terminal building handled more than 300,000 passengers in 2014, exceeding its designed
capacity 200,000 per annum. There are severe congestions observed at major passenger processing facilities,
especially at security checkpoint or immigration/emigration counters during the busy season, and service level
for the passenger is deteriorating. Thus the expansion of ROR is in immediate need of ROP.
Under such situation, Palau International Airport Corporation (“PIAC”), jointly owned by ROP and Japan
Airport Management Partners (“JAMP”) (49% by the ROP and 51% by JAMP) was established for the purpose
of renovating, expanding, and professionally managing Palau International Airport.
1-2 Objectives
The Project was planned to cope with the ever increasing traffic demand, assist in establishing the efficient
airport operation and management, and then contribute to the promotion of economic growth including
development of tourism of ROP. The objective of the Project is to increase passenger processing capacity and
to improve passenger convenience and satisfaction as well as operation efficiency of ROR.
The Project consists of the following major components:
(1) Demolition of the building structures including the temporary terminal building (one-storey building with
floor area of 3,000m2), old construction management house and other miscellaneous objects
(2) Renovation of existing passenger terminal building (two-storey building) that renovated area spreads over
approx. 5,000m2
(3) Expansion of passenger terminal building (two-storey building) which floor area is approx. 2,000m2
(4) Construction of office building (two-storey, pre-fabricated structure) which floor area is approx. 1,500m2
(5) Expansion of car parking which has 70 additional car spaces, bus stops and pedestrian’s walk.

2 Location
Project Site is within the existing airport property land in Airai state that is located in the southern end of
Babeldaob Island. The airport constructed on the top of a hill. There are no residences adjacent to the terminal
area which is the project site except airport related facilities and Airai state properties. There is no existing
observation data on air condition, water condition and noise around the site. The significant impacts are not
expected since there are no residences nearby the terminal area as mentioned above.
Most of the residences concentrate southern plain area at the bottom of the hill where the airport is located.
Housing land development is rapidly carried out around the area due to its good traffic accessibility. There
exist some hotels and retailers but the area still rely on the facilities of Koror state.
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The site layout plan is shown in the A-4 Facility Planning below.
Satellite View of the Project Site

Project Site

Source：Google

3 Total Area and Estimated Cost
3-1 Layout Plan
With consideration of increasing the capacity of PTB and the rolling plan of the airport, PTB shall be expanded
to both east and west side.
The New Terminal Building (NTB) will be built where the existing temporary terminal building is located, and
it will be connected by the bridge with the renovated Main Terminal Building (MTB). The Annex Building
(AB) which will be occupied by Cargo and airline offices will be at the area where general aviation facilities
are currently located.
In order to secure the safety access of the passengers from/to buses, the designated bus stops will be connected
by the covered crossing way.
The access roads to the airside are planned on the east end of the site and on the west side of the AB.
To separate the service vehicles from the vehicles for passengers, an additional entrance from the main street to
the Annex Building and the air side is planned separately from the main entrance in order to avoid the traffic
congestion.
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Site Layout Plan
3-2 Total Area
28,400m2 (Expanded), Ref. 26,000 m2 (Existing)
Table - Summary of Project Area
Unit: m2
Existing

Expanded

Change

Building Area

13,300

13,500

200

Road and Car Parking Area

12,700

14,900

2,200

Total Area

26,000

28,400

2,400

3-3 Estimated Cost
Estimated Total Project Cost (US Dollars): 30-35 mil.

4 Facility Planning
4-1 Building
4-1-1 Facility Components
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The expansion plan of the PTB has been studied based on the followings:
・ Secure the required space for passenger processing to ensure the smooth flow of passengers
・ Increase commercial facilities for sustainable operations
In order to cope with the foreseeable peak hour passenger demand, the necessary facilities for passenger
operation were calculated as below:
Existing

Arrival
Facilities

Departure
Facilities

Facility for Passenger Processing

# of position Space (m2)

Self Service Kiosks
Bag Drop Counters
Traditional Check-in Counters
Tax Counter
Emigration Counters
Security Checkpoints
Departure Gate Lounge (Seatings)
Immigration Counters
Baggage Claim Conveyor
Carousel Length
Customs Counters
Arrival Hall

2
N/A
16
2
2
1
200
7
1
6

Target (Required)
# of position Space (m2)

8
N/A
320
32
40
42
304
156
206
40
62
128

1
1
13
2
4
2
355
10
1
3

New Terminal
# of position Space (m2)

4 as required
9
14
292
41
2
81
4
110
2
817
383
332
10
279
1
50
81
4
156

533
41
129
145
1027
445
390
50
120
139

Floor area of departure, arrival, public and office zone are all increased comparing with the existing building.
Especially area of the departure zone will be more than doubled including shop, café and lounge, enough
number of waiting chairs.
Space of commercial facilities will be secured in the departure, arrival and public zone. Some of them will be
used not only by tourist but also by local people.
4-1-2 Design Concept
Based on the study on the required facilities described the above, the expansion plan of PTB has been
developed based on the following design considerations.
(1) Design Considerations
As a tourism-oriented nation, 95% of Palau’s airport users are tourists, and impression of the airport as the
doorway to/from Palau is very crucial. At the same time, airport has a potential to become an important hub for
Palau’s tourism as well.
The expansion plan of the PTB has been developed to create a doorway to/from Palau where tourists can spend
time comfortably, with consideration of future increase of passengers and solution to the current issues.
To present a Palauan hospitality to the passengers by presenting motif of Palau’s unique nature and culture, and
to create a new image of airport with new technology, which was strongly requested by the Palawan
Government, are the design policy of this expansion plan.
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Design considerations under each concept are:
a) Creation of a new image of PIA with harmonization of the existing structure and the new technology
・ Modernized image of the building will be introduced with utilization of the structure of the existing PTB.
・ Utilize the roof top of the existing terminal building.
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b) Functionally upgraded and easy to use passenger terminal facilities.
・ Simplified passengers flow lines, and securing a designated space for dwelling, waiting and queuing,
congestion-free traffic flow in peak hours.
・ Well designed information system and signage system
・ User friendly service facilities for airport management.

c) Safety and security facilities
・ Clear separation of passenger’s flow and airport service flow, public are and restricted area.
・ Improve the traffic flow and passengers access from/to bus by providing designated bus stops and crossing
lane.
・Upgrade airport security management systems: in-line baggage screening system and CCTV monitoring system.
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d) Cozy and enjoyable spaces
・ Increase commercial facilities including café and restaurant,
・ Consideration of universal design: accessible toilet, elevators, slopes, handrails, etc.
・ Relaxation space, public seats to make the airport more enjoyable not only for tourists but also for visitors
who pick-up or send-off family or friends.

e) Sustainable building with green-building concept and low maintenance cost.
・ Ensuring natural ventilation, winds and breeze.
・ Louver to block out the strong sun light, but utilize natural light
・ Limited air conditioned area
f) Economically viable facility
・ Increase rentable area that becomes the source of income for the airport, and commercial area such as shops
and restaurants.
・ Commercial facilities for local communities:
(2) Sense of the Place
To express the welcomes and uniqueness of Palau, motif of the Palau’s nature and culture were taken into
consideration of the architectural design work.
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Sense of Place - Palau
4-1-3 Floor Plans
(1) Main Terminal Building (MTB): departure facilities and airline/handling offices
1F: Check-in area, baggage screening area, security check and emigration, and airline/grand handling
company offices.
2F: Departure hall with café, airline lounge, duty free shop, etc.
RF: West side will be open café for departure, and east side will be open deck for public.
(2) New Terminal Building (NTB): arrival facilities and public commercial facilities.
1F: Baggage claim hall with custom offices, and arrival hall with tour company/rent-a-car counters.
2F: Immigration hall with office of immigration and public health office.
2F of the bridge: Restaurant and lounge in the public zone.
(3) Annex Building (AB):
1F: Cargo, ground handling company office facilities and government offices
2F: Offices of BOA, airline offices, PNAA, and conference room
Plans for each floor are presented below:
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4-2 Road and Car Park
The basic layout of road and car park is the same as the expansion plan of car park planned in “Preparatory
Survey and Expansion of Palau International Airport, August 2016”. In this Basic Design, the expansion plan
is modified taking account of the following considerations:
・ Required lots
・ Safety and convenience for airport users
・ Possible paid parking system
・ Economic efficiency

Layout Plan of Road and Car Park

4-3 Utility
Utility plan will be considered and prepared based on the following concepts;
・ Comfort and Functionality: Plan aims achievement of the comfort and functional indoor environment of the
Passenger Terminal Building for the people visiting Palau in conjunction with assisting safe and functional
airport facility management.
・ Maintainable and High Cost Performance: Plan aims reliable and maintainable system considering not only
easy maintenance but also the high cost performance along with the reduction of lifecycle cost in initial and
running cost.
・ Eco-Friendly Environment: Natural and renewable energy application, building thermal load reduction and
introduction of high efficiency equipment for The Green Airport.
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・ Scalable to Future Passenger Increase: Plan aims scalable and flexible system to the increase of future
passenger demand.
4-3-1 Power Supply System
• Annex Bldg and Main Terminal Bldg will be served by existing substation and back-up generator, and New
Terminal Building will be served by new substation and new back-up generator.
• Each generator can support up to 72 hours of full operation
• The systems are designed in accordance with International Electrical Codes (IEC) and US National Electrical
Codes (NEC)

4-3-2 Water Supply and Sewage System
Water conservation is a crucial requirement in Palau and the reduction of water consumption supplied by
PPUC will contribute to environmental protection. It is planned to apply a water recycling system.
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4-3-3 Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
New Wastewater Treatment Plants by which effluent quality can be well controlled and has significantly less
environmental impact on ground water and city sewer, and dedicated leaching field will be provided instead of
existing septic tank. See detail in the appendix I

4-3-4 Air Conditioning System
All occupied space will be provided with air-conditioning and ventilation. Air cooled split type air conditioners
are suitable, considering its energy efficiency and operability from maintenance point of view.
Concourse will be provided with a comfortable space by the resurrection of natural ventilation route and an air
flow produced by installing a further large ceiling fan.
4-3-5 Public Address System
Public Address System (PA) is an electronic sound amplification and distribution system with microphones,
amplifier and loudspeakers which will be deployed one for every 70m2 (max).
PA system will be provided for both the general annunciation, departure and arrival information use and
emergency notification in case of fire.
The system is planned based on Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS)
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4-3-6 Telephone and LAN System
(1) Telephone system

•A new IP PABX together with a piping and a wiring to each terminal via each terminal board will be provided.
(2) LAN system

•Following the future introduction of broadband internet over fiber optical backbone cable, Airport common
internet LAN (including DMZ segment) shall be planned at the detail design. Internet service will be ready
for work when PCs are plugged.
•Dedicated LAN for Airport Special IT Systems shall be installed by the Airport Special IT Systems contractor
•Secured LAN for government systems e.g. immigration/emigration and customs shall be installed by such
tenants

4-3-7 Fire & Life Safety
In order to secure life safety for the whole facility of PIA, the following systems will be provided in accordance
with US NFPA and/or other international standards
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Items
Fire Protection System

Fire Detection System
For Evacuation
Lightning Protection System
Fire Command Center

Systems to be applied
∙Standpipe Class II system (US NFPA Standard)
∙Portable Fire Extinguisher
∙Automatic Dry Chemical Extinguishing system for Kitchen Hood (Option;
Works to be borne by tenants)
∙Automatic Fire Alarm System (JIS)
∙Emergency Public Address System (JIS)
∙Emergency Light (NEC)
∙Exit Lighting (NEC)
∙Main Terminal, New Terminal, Annex Building are Covered by Copper Bar
of Lightning Protection System (JIS)
∙Airport operation office on 1st floor of Main terminal building will be
functioned as an Fire command center for PIA

4-3-8 Checked Baggage Screening
Level-3 screening system is planned in accordance with the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization)
Annex 17 and US TSA (Transportation Security Administration) “Checked Baggage Inspection Guidelines”
will be implemented.

4-3-9 Check-in System
•14 Check-in positions will be provided. 6 positions will be for dedicated use by United Airlines, and 8
positions will be shared by other airlines.
•Boarding Gate System shall be coordinated in the same manner. One gate will be used by United Airlines and
other two gates will be shared by other airlines.
4-3-10 Flight Information Display System
23 displays (14 for Check-in, 8 for Departure/Arrival, and 1 for Baggage Claim) on 1st floor and 16 displays (6
for Boarding Gates and 10 for Departure/Arrival) on 2nd floor will be installed along the passenger traffic line.
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5 Facilities which use and generate Petroleum Products
Those facilities are not included in the project component.

6 Facilities which use and generate Chemicals and waste products
Those facilities are not included in the project component.

7 Construction Duration
28 months
See detail in the appendix D

8 Earth Moving Activity and Disposal Site for Construction Solid Waste
The disposal site for construction solid waste shall be designated in due course through discussion with
relevant authorities.
Candidate Site No.1: Northern side of PIA in Airai State
Candidate Site No.2: M-dock in Koror State
The volume of disposed soil and construction debris are shown in the following.
1. Volume of disposed soil: Approximately 1,600 cu.m
2. Volume of construction debris like concrete: Approximately 500 cu.m

Total: Approximately 2,100 cu.m
No hazardous substances shall be included in the construction waste.
See detail in the appendix H

9 Storm Water Drainage Plan
Since the catchment area remains unchanged as of present, the proposed drainage system basically follows the
existing system so as to minimize the impact on the surrounding area. The drainage system including
catchment area and outlet is shown below:
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The amount of runoff from each catchment area is calculated as follows, assuming the highest rainfall intensity
is 150 mm/hr.
Estimation of Runoff Amount
Description

Unit

Catchment area
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Drainage area
Pavement

sq.m

Building

sq.m

Total

A

sq.m

Runoff coefficient
in weighted average

C

Rainfall intensity

I

mm/hr

Amount of runoff

Q

cu.m/sec

4,530

5,090

2,420

2,080

920

3,020

3,630

1,780

950

4,530

5,090

2,420

2,080

4,550

1,780

3,970

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.91

0.90

0.94

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

0.18

0.20

0.10

0.08

0.17

0.07

0.16
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Main Report
1. Project Components requiring Environmental and Social Considerations
The project components that may have impacts on environmental and social conditions are listed below.
(1)
(2)

Expansion of Passenger Terminal Building
Expansion of Car Park

2. Baseline of the Environmental and Social Consideration
(1)

Project Site

Project Site is within the existing airport property land in Airai state that is located in the southern end of Babeldaob
Island. (See Appendix C and L)
The airport constructed on the top of a hill. There are no residences adjacent to the terminal area which is the project site
except airport related facilities and Airai state properties. There is no existing observation data on air condition, water
condition and noise around the site. The significant impacts are not expected since there are no residences nearby the
terminal area as mentioned above.
Most of the residences concentrate southern plain area at the bottom of the hill where the airport is located. Housing land
development is rapidly carried out around the area due to its good traffic accessibility. There exist some hotels and
retailers but the area still rely on the facilities of Koror state.
(2)

Natural Environment

The climate in Palau is classified into tropical rainforest. Palau is rainy region and the annual range of the temperature is
small shown in Figure 2.2. Palau is located south of regular typhoon routes therefore typhoon rarely hit the region
previously. But typhoon often caused damage in recent years such as Typhoon Bopha in 2012, Typhoon Haiyan in 2013
and Typhoon Hagupit in 2014. Besides Palau is located on the border between Philippine Sea plate and Pacific Ocean
plate and in close to earthquake-prone zone therefore there is a risk of earthquake and tidal wave.
There is neither designated natural conservation area nor identified rare species in the airport and the vicinity.
Palau has ratified the Ramsar Convention (the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, especially as
Waterfowl Habitat) and one site have been registered in the country, however, it is away from the project area.
Satellite View of the Project Site

Project Site
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Source: PAN Office
Figure 2.1 Conservation Areas in Palau (Babeldaob Island)

2

Source: World Weather Online
Figure 2.2 Annual Average Temperature in Palau

Source: World Weather Online
Figure 2.3 Annual Average Rainfall in Palau

3

(3)

Social Environment

According to statistical yearbook in 2013, total population in Palau in 2012 was 17,501. Palau consists 16 states, 66.7%
(11,665) of the population is concentrated in Koror state. 14.5% (2,537) is concentrated in Airai state that is located in
the southern end of Babeldaob Island.
While increasing of the population in Koror and Airai, depopulation is remarkable in remote islands such as Angaur,
Hatohobei, Kayangel and Sonsorol. The population in Palau has been on a decreasing trend since its peak in 2005. It has
more significant effect of population outflow due to emigration to overseas rather than natural decrease due to declining
of birthrate. Palauan residents in Guam are exceeding 4,000. 1)
There are no designated areas as cultural and historic heritage in the vicinity of the airport.

Source: Airai State
Figure 2.4 Land Use in the vicinity of the airport
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3. Legislation and Institution for Environmental and Social Consideration
(1)

Legislation for Environmental Consideration

Environmental Quality Protection Board (EQPB) was established in 1981 based on Palau National Code (PNC) Title 24,
the Environmental Quality Protection Act (EQPA) as semi-autonomous government organization in Palau to preserve
the environmental quality. PNC Title 24 authorizes EQPB to promulgate and enforce the following activities.
-

Earthmoving Regulations
Marine And Fresh Water Quality Regulations
Toilet Facilities And Wastewater Disposal Systems Requirements
Solid Waste Management Regulations
Pesticide Regulations
Public Water Supply System Regulations
Environmental Impact Statement Regulations
Air Pollution Control Regulations
Ozone Layer Protection Regulations

EQPB has seven (7) board members and their term is three (3) years in principle.
The flowchart of environmental permit procedure is shown in Fig. 2.11.3.1 and Fig. 2.11.3.2.
IEE and EIA corresponds EA and EIS in Palau respectively. Upon submission of the Environmental Assessment (EA),
EQPB makes a determination as to whether the proposed activity may have a significant impact on the environment,
based on criteria contained in the regulations. If it is determined that the project may have a significant impact on the
environment, a full Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be required. An EIS is an informational document
prepared in compliance with the laws and regulations which discloses the environmental effects of a proposed action,
effects of a proposed action on the economic and social welfare of the community, effects of the economic activities
arising out of the proposed action, measures proposed to minimize adverse effects and alternatives to the action and their
environmental effects. The EIS development process includes specific content requirements, public notice and public
participation requirements, and acceptability criteria.
EA are required for all projects which use:
-

National or State land
National or State funds
Any land which has been or may be classified as a Conservation Area
Any directly or indirectly impacting coastal waters or wetlands
Any use within any historic site
Any action which EQPB determines may have significant impact on the environment

An EA must contain the following information:
-

Identification of applicant
Identification of agencies and organizations consulted in making the assessment
A general description of the action’s technical, economics, social, and environmental characteristics
A summary description of the affected environment, including suitable and adequate location and site maps
Identification and summary of major impacts and alternatives considered, if any
Proposed mitigation measures, if any

5

Source: EQPB
Figure 3.1 Flowchart of Environmental Permit Procedure (1)
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Source: EQPB
Figure 3.2 Flowchart of Environmental Permit Procedure (2)
(2)

Gap from JICA Environmental guideline

This project is classified as category B of “Japan International Cooperation Agency, Guidelines for Environmental and
Social Considerations (effective from April 2010, hereinafter referred to as JICA Guideline)” since the potential adverse
impacts on the environment and society are site-specific; few if any are irreversible; and in most cases, normal
mitigation measures can be designed more readily.
On the other hand, Palauan environmental administration is strongly influenced by the United States. Environmental
Quality Protection Act (EQPA) of Palau corresponds to National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of the US, and
Environmental Quality Protection Board Regulations of Palau also corresponds to Regulations for Implementing the
Procedural Provisions of NEPA of the US. IEE and EIA in JICA Guideline corresponds EA and EIS in Palau
respectively. The EIA system in Palau based on the US system is similar to JICA system on the procedure such as
screening, scoping, implementation of EIA, and examination of environmental permit.
According to the above mentioned laws and regulations in Palau, EA process shall be required. Therefore, JICA Study
Team conducts environmental and social surveys at the IEE level to re-assess the environmental and social impacts by
this project for the preparation of the environmental permit process. JICA Study Team also prepares drafts of mitigation
measures including avoidance, minimization, and compensation as well as drafts of monitoring plans and of institutional
arrangements for environmental and social consideration.
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4. Scoping
The scoping result of the project evaluated from the point of view of environmental and social consideration is shown in
the table below. Significant negative impacts by the project are not expected from the result. The negative impacts are
mainly pollution during construction phase such as air pollution, water pollution, waste and noise. On the other hand, the
positive impacts are expected to bring local employment creation during construction phase and local economic
revitalization during operation phase.
Table 4.1 Scoping Result
No.

Impacts

Rating
Cnst. Op.
*1
*2

1. Pollution
1.1 Air pollution
B-

B-

B-

B-

B-

B-

B-

D

B-

B-

D

D

B-

D

D

D

D

D

1.2 Water pollution

1.3 Waste

1.4 Soil Contamination
1.5 Noise and vibration

1.6 Ground subsidence
1.7 Odor
1.8 Sediment quality
2. Natural environment
2.1 Protected area
2.2 Ecosystem
2.3 Hydrology
2.4 Topography and
geology
3. Social environment
3.1 Involuntary
resettlement
3.2 The poor
3.3 Indigenous and
ethnic people
3.4 Local economy
such as
employment and
livelihood

D
D
D
D
D
D

B+

Description of the Rating
Construction Phase: Negative impacts are expected on air pollution such as
dust due to work of the construction equipment.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing air pollution due to
expansion of parking area are expected.
Construction Phase: Negative impacts on water pollution due to temporary
water pollution by concrete works and civil works.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing waste water due to increase
in a chance of using passenger terminal building of the airport.
Construction Phase: Negative impacts on waste due to building waste
materials by concrete works, civil works, pavement works.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing waste due to increase in a
chance of using passenger terminal building of the airport.
Construction Phase: Negative impacts are expected on soil contamination by
fuel outflow from construction equipment.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts are not expected.
Construction Phase: Negative impacts on noise pollution due to work of
construction equipment.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing noise and vibration due to
expansion of parking area are expected.
Activities which cause this issue are not expected.
Construction Phase: Negative impacts on odor due to water pollution by
concrete works and civil works.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts are not expected.
Negative impacts on this issue are not expected.

The project site and the surrounding area are not designated as national park and
protected area.
Negative impacts are not expected since there is no rare species in the airport site
D
and the surrounding area.
D Negative impacts on this issue are not expected.
Negative impacts on this issue are not expected.
D
Involuntary resettlement is not expected since the project can be carried out in
the airport site.
Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out in the
D
airport site.
Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out in the
D
airport site.
Construction Phase: Positive impacts specified for local employment creation
are expected.
B+ Operation Phase: Positive impacts specified for local economic revitalization
and employment are expected due to increase in a chance of using passenger
terminal building of the airport.
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D

3.5 Land use and
utilization of local
D
resources
3.6 Water usage
D
3.7 Existing social
infrastructures and Bservices
3.8 Social institutions
such as social
infrastructure and
D
local decision
making institutions
3.9 Misdistribution of
D
benefit and damage
3.10 Local conflict of
D
interests
3.11 Cultural heritage
D
3.12 Landscape
B3.13 Gender
3.14 Right of children
3.15 Infectious diseases
such as HIV/AIDS
3.16 Labor environment
(including work
safety)
4. Others
4.1 Accidents

D Negative impacts are not expected.
Construction Phase: Negative impacts specified for degrading user's
D convenience due to traffic of the construction equipment are expected.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts are not expected.
Negative impacts specified for this issue are not expected since the project can
be carried out in the airport site.
D

D
D
D
D

D

D

D

D

B-

D

B-

D

B4.2 Cross boundary
impacts and
climate change

Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out in the
D airport site.

D

Negative impacts are not expected directly since the project can be carried out in
the airport site.
Negative impacts are not expected directly since the project can be carried out in
the airport site.
There is no cultural heritage in the airport site and the surrounding area.
Construction Phase: Negative impacts are expected especially for the
landscape around the passenger terminal building.
Operation Phase: Activities which cause this issue are not expected.
Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out in the
airport site.
Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out in the
airport site.
Construction Phase: Infectious diseases are possible to be spread due to inflow
of construction workers into the local community.
Operation Phase: Activities which causes this issue are not expected.
Construction Phase: Construction work environment needs to be considered.
Operation Phase: Activities which causes this issue are not expected.

Construction Phase: Construction accidents and traffic accidents need to be
D considered.
Operation Phase: Activities which causes this issue are not expected.
Construction Phase: Cross boundary impacts and climate change are not
expected since the construction works are limited in the airport site.
D
Operation Phase: Cross boundary impacts and climate change are not expected
since the project is not included large-scale development.

*1 Construction Phase, *2 Operation Phase
Rating
A+/-: Significant positive/negative impact is expected.
B+/-: Positive/negative impact is expected to some extent.
C+/-: Extent of positive/negative impact is unknown. (A further examination is needed, and the impact could be clarified as the study progresses)
D: No impact is expected.

Source: JICA Study Team
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5. TOR of Environmental Survey
The TOR of environmental survey which is drafted in accordance with the above described scoping result is shown in
the table below.
Table 5.1 TOR of Environmental Survey (draft)
No.
Impacts
1. Pollution
1.1 Air pollution

1.2 Water pollution

1.3 Waste

1.4 Soil
contamination
1.5 Noise and
vibration

1.7 Odor

Items

Methods

1) Current condition in the site 1)
2) Impact during construction 2)
phase
3) Impact during operation 3)
phase
1) Current condition in the site 1)
2) Impact during construction 2)
phase
3)
3) Impact during operation
phase
1) Current condition in the site 1)
2) Impact during construction 2)
phase
3) Impact during operation 3)
phase
1) Current condition in the site 1)
2) Impact during construction 2)
phase
1) Current condition in the site 1)
2) Impact during construction 2)
phase
3) Impact during operation 3)
phase
1) Current condition in the site 1)
2) Impact during construction 2)
phase

2. Social environment
2.7 Existing social
Impact during construction
infrastructures
phase
and services
2.12 Landscape
Impact during construction
phase
2.15 Infectious
Impact during construction
diseases such as phase
HIV/AIDS
2.16 Labor
Confirmation of the relevant
environment
law
(including work
safety)
3. Others
3.1 Accidents
Impact during construction
phase
3.3 Stakeholder
To be held accordingly
meeting

Survey on existing documents, Interview
Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. content,
method, duration, area, route of construction equipment)
Confirmation of existing facility management
Survey on existing documents, Interview
Confirmation of construction condition
Confirmation of existing facility management
Survey on existing documents, Interview
Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. content,
method, duration, area)
Confirmation of existing facility management
Interview
Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. content,
method, duration, area, route of construction equipment)
Interview
Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. content,
method, duration, area, route of construction equipment)
Confirmation of existing facility management
Interview
Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. content,
method, duration, area)

Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. content, method,
duration, area, route of construction equipment)
Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. content, method,
duration, area)
Survey on existing documents
Survey on existing documents

Confirmation of construction condition (e.g. route of
construction equipment, surrounding area)
BOA, EQPB, the other relevant organization etc.
Source: JICA Study Team
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6. Environmental Impact Assessment
Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) was carried out based on the result of survey on existing documents, interview
to stakeholders and site surveys etc. According to the result, significant negative impacts by the project are not expected.
The negative impacts are mainly pollution during construction phase such as air pollution, water pollution and waste and
noise. But the impacts that will arise from the airport upgrading works will be minimal and generally insignificant as
construction works are within the confines of the declared aerodrome land area. The potential adverse environmental
impacts are site-specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and mitigation measures can be designed readily.
Adherence to best engineering practices during rehabilitation/ reconstruction and implementation of the Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) will avoid or adequately mitigate all of the rehabilitation/ reconstruction impacts. The IEE
result is shown in the table below. The Rating of IEE is re-assessed evaluation which is revised from the Rating of
Scoping in consideration with the survey shown in the table of “Scoping Result”
Table 6.1 IEE Result

No.

Impacts

Rating of Rating of
Scoping
IEE
Cnst
Cnst. Op.
Op.
.
*1 *2
*2
*1

1. Pollution
1.1 Air pollution

B-

B-

B-

1.2 Water pollution

B-

B-

B-

1.3 Waste

B-

B-

B-

1.4 Soil Contamination

B-

D

B-

1.5 Noise and vibration

B-

B-

B-

Description of the Rating

D Construction Phase: Negative impacts are expected on air pollution
and dust due to work of the construction equipment. But the impacts
are limited locally and temporarily since large-scale construction
works are not included.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing air pollution due to
expansion of parking area are not expected since the expansion scale is
relatively small, the operation hour is limited in a short time during a
day, and the subjects to preservation such as residence are not located
in the vicinity.
B- Construction Phase: Negative impacts on water pollution due to
temporary water pollution by concrete works and civil works. But the
impacts are limited locally and temporarily since large-scale
construction works are not included.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing waste water due to
increase in a chance of using passenger terminal building of the airport
are expected.
B- Construction Phase: Negative impacts on waste due to building waste
materials by concrete works, civil works and pavement works. But the
impacts are limited locally and temporarily since large-scale
construction works are not included.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing waste due to
increase in a chance of using passenger terminal building of the airport
are expected.
D Construction Phase: Negative impacts are expected on soil
contamination by fuel outflow from construction equipment. But the
impacts are limited locally and temporarily since large-scale
construction works are not included.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts are not expected.
D Construction Phase: Negative impacts on noise pollution due to work
of construction equipment are expected. But the impacts are limited
locally and temporarily since large-scale construction works are not
included.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on increasing noise and vibration
due to expansion of parking area are not expected since the expansion
scale is relatively small, the operation hour is limited in a short time
during a day, and the subjects to preservation such as residence are not
located in the vicinity.
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1.6 Ground subsidence
1.7 Odor

D
B-

D
D

D
B-

1.8 Sediment quality
2. Natural environment
2.1 Protected area

D

D

D

D

D

D

2.2 Ecosystem

D

D

D

2.3 Hydrology
2.4 Topography and
geology
3. Social environment
3.1 Involuntary
resettlement
3.2 The poor

D
D

D
D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

3.3 Indigenous and
D
ethnic people
3.4 Local economy such B+
as employment and
livelihood

D

D

3.5 Land use and
utilization of local
resources
3.6 Water usage
3.7 Existing social
infrastructures and
services

D

D

D

D
B-

D
D

D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

B-

D

B-

Gender

D

D

D

Right of children

D

D

D

Infectious diseases
such as HIV/AIDS

B-

D

B-

3.8 Social institutions
such as social
infrastructure and
local decision
making institutions
3.9 Misdistribution of
benefit and damage
3.1 Local conflict of
0 interests
3.1 Cultural heritage
1
3.1 Landscape
2
3.1
3
3.1
4
3.1
5

B+ B+

D Activities which cause this issue are not expected.
D Construction Phase: Negative impacts on odor due to water pollution
by concrete works and civil works. But the impacts are limited locally
and temporarily since large-scale construction works are not included.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts are not expected.
D Negative impacts on this issue are not expected.
D The project site and the surrounding area are not designated as national
park and protected area.
D Negative impacts are not expected since there is no rare species in the
airport site and the surrounding area.
D Negative impacts on this issue are not expected.
D Negative impacts on this issue are not expected.
D Involuntary resettlement is not expected since the project can be
carried out in the airport site.
D Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out
in the airport site.
D Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out
in the airport site.
B+ Construction Phase: Positive impacts specified for local employment
creation are expected.
Operation Phase: Positive impacts specified for local economic
revitalization and employment are expected due to increase in a chance
of using passenger terminal building of the airport.
D Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out
in the airport site.
D Negative impacts are not expected.
D Construction Phase: Negative impacts specified for degrading user's
convenience due to traffic of the construction equipment are not
expected since EMP such as improvement of construction material
transport method will adequately mitigate all of the impacts and traffic
congestion is not expected.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts are not expected.
D Negative impacts specified for this issue are not expected since the
project can be carried out in the airport site.

D Negative impacts are not expected directly since the project can be
carried out in the airport site.
D Negative impacts are not expected directly since the project can be
carried out in the airport site.
D There is no cultural heritage in the airport site and the surrounding area.
D Construction Phase: Negative impacts are expected especially for the
landscape around the passenger terminal building.
Operation Phase: Negative impacts on this issue are not expected.
D Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out
in the airport site.
D Negative impacts are not expected since the project can be carried out
in the airport site.
D Construction Phase: Infectious diseases are possible to be spread due
to inflow of construction workers into the local community.
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3.1 Labor environment
6 (including work
safety)
4. Others
4.1 Accidents
4.2 Cross boundary
impacts and climate
change

B-

D

B-

B-

D

B-

D

D

D

Operation Phase: Activities which causes this issue are not expected.
D Construction Phase: Construction work environment needs to be
considered.
Operation Phase: Activities which causes this issue are not expected.
D Construction Phase: Construction accidents and traffic accidents
need to be considered.
Operation Phase: Activities which causes this issue are not expected.
D Construction Phase: Cross boundary impacts and climate change are
not expected since the construction works are limited in the airport site.
Operation Phase: Cross boundary impacts and climate change are not
expected since the project is not included large-scale development.

*1 Construction Phase, *2 Operation Phase
Rating
A+/-: Significant positive/negative impact is expected.
B+/-: Positive/negative impact is expected to some extent.
C+/-: Extent of positive/negative impact is unknown. (A further examination is needed, and the impact could be clarified as the study progresses)
D: No impact is expected.

Source: JICA Study Team

7. Analysis of Alternatives
Two (2) alternatives were studied on upgrading of the passenger terminal building. Two (2) alternatives were studied on
upgrading of the car park. These impacts that will arise from the airport upgrading works will be minimal and generally
insignificant as construction works are within the confines of the declared aerodrome land area. The potential adverse
environmental impacts are site-specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and mitigation measures can be designed
readily. These impacts on the alternatives are expected at almost the same level even though it differs according to the
terminal layout and construction duration.
Zero option in case the project will not be carried out brings negative impacts which prevent not only air travelling
passenger and cargo traffic development but also commercial distribution and sales channels development due to
insufficient passenger terminal building capacity and car park against increasing air traffic movement in near feature
even though negative impacts on natural and social environment are not expected.
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The degree of
freedom in
design and
functionality

Construction
process and
construction
period

Impact on
airport
operation

Alternative A
Partial renovation & expansion
of the PTB

Alternative B
Total renovation & expansion
of the PTB

○The existing facilities can be
reutilized. However, the
harmony and connectivity
between the existing and the
newly built terminal is
important.
△Some adjustment to the
existing M & E work is
necessary
△The flow line becomes longer
on the floor plan
○By constructing the new
buildings first then
temporarily transferring the
function while the existing
terminal is renovated.
Construction/renovation can
be implemented efficiently in
shorter period.
○The impact to the passengers
during the construction is
comparatively small.
However, during the
renovation of the existing
terminal, the function shall be
moved temporarily to the
newly built east & west
building that might cause
some inconvenience for
passengers.

○A more effective site planning
can be achieved because a full
review is conductible.
○The shape of the roof can also
be newly proposed.
×The existing utility facilities
need to be relocated, which
requires coordination with /
permission from the authorities.

Environmental △Negative impacts on the
and Social
alternatives are expected at
Impacts
almost the same level even
though it differs according to
the terminal layout and
construction duration.

Alternative C
In case the project will not be
carried out
(Zero Option)
-

○The construction period will
be longer because the airport
still need to operate normally
even during the
construction/renovation. Or, a
temporary transfer to a big
facility will be necessary.

-

×Passengers flow line will be
complicated and the impact to
the terminal users is big.

×Zero option in case the
project will not be carried out
brings negative impacts which
prevent not only air travelling
passenger and cargo traffic
development but also
commercial distribution and
sales channels development
due to insufficient passenger
terminal building capacity and
car park against increasing air
traffic movement in near
feature
○Negative impacts on natural
and social environment are not
expected.

△Negative impacts on the
alternatives are expected at
almost the same level even
though it differs according to
the terminal layout and
construction duration.
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8. Environmental Management Plan
As the specific construction and operational activities are not yet fully defined for the project at this stage, the
Environmental Management Plan (EMP) given here provides only a general outline of the mitigation measures and
monitoring that will be undertaken for the project. It will be necessary to prepare a more detailed EMP during the
detailed engineering design phase of the project which needs to be incorporated into the conditions of construction
contract so that the Contractor shall properly implement EMP to mitigate negative impacts associated with airport
development works. The EMP developed to cover the expected impacts for the upgrading of the airport is described in
the table below.
The EMP on the construction phase shall be implemented by the contractor and supervised by EQPB. The cost shall be
included in the construction cost.
The EMP on the operation phase shall be implemented by the JV (PIAC: Palau International Airport Corporation) and
supervised by EQPB depending on the EMP. The cost shall be included in the operational cost of BOA.
Table 8.1 Environmental Management Plan (Construction Phase) *1
No.
Impacts
1. Pollution
1.1 Air
Pollution
1.2 Water
Pollution
1.3 Waste
1.4
1.5
1.7
2.
3.
3.1
2
3.1
5
3.1
6

4.
4.1

Soil
Contaminat
ion
Noise and
Vibration

Possible Effects
Dust due to construction
works
Water pollution due to
construction works
Waste due to construction
works
Soil Contamination due to
construction works

Noise and vibration due to
operation of construction
equipment
Odor
Water pollution due to
construction works
Natural Environment
Social Environment
Landscape
Negative impacts for
landscape around passenger
terminal building due to
construction works
Infectious
Increase of Infectious
Diseases
diseases due to inflow of
such as
construction workers into
HIV/AIDS local community
Labor
Increase of accidents and
Environme diseases due to inappropriate
nt
labor environment
(including
management
work
safety)
Others
Accidents
Increase of accidents due to
inappropriate construction
management

Mitigation Measures
Sparkling water to control dust,
Barricading around construction site
Installation of pollution diffusion preventive device (e.g.
Sedimentation Basin, Silk Screen)
Waste at designated final disposal site out of airport premises
(See Appendix H)
Inspection and maintenance of construction equipment
Barricading around construction site
Installation of pollution diffusion preventive device (e.g.
Sedimentation Basin, Silk Screen)
Barricading around construction site,
Landscaping and re-vegetation
Training on infectious diseases for construction workers

Industrial health management

Safety apparatus for construction workers,
Compliance with traffic regulations

*1: Implementing Organization: Contractor (The cost shall be included in the construction cost.), Supervising Organization: EQPB

Source: JICA Study Team
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Table 8.2 Environmental Management Plan (Operation Phase) *2
No.
Impacts
1. Pollution
1.2
Water
Pollution
1.3

2.
3.
4.

Possible Effects

Increase of waste water in a
chance of using passenger
terminal building
Waste
Increase of waste in a chance
of using passenger terminal
building
Natural Environment
Social Environment
Others

Mitigation Measures
Appropriate maintenance and operation of water treatment
facility (See Appendix I)
Waste at designated final disposal site out of airport premises,
Promoting 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle) with airlines
and tenants

*2: Implementing Organization: JV (The cost shall be included in the operation cost.), Supervising Organization: EQPB (as necessary)

Source: JICA Study Team
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9. Environmental Monitoring Plan
A general Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMoP) to cover the program is presented in the table below. The EMoP
focuses only on impacts of the project that are likely to need attention and which will be incorporated into the final EMP
after detailed design. A baseline survey will be conducted by the Contractor prior to commencement of construction
works as necessary. The EMoP includes the main elements, including the Construction and Operations Phase of the
project.
The EMoP on the construction phase shall be implemented by the contractor and supervised by EQPB.
The EMoP on the operation phase shall be implemented by JV and supervised by EQPB.
Table 9.1 Environmental Monitoring Plan (Construction Phase) *1
No.

Impacts

1. Pollution
1.1
Air
Pollution
1.2

Water
Pollution

1.3

Waste

1.4

Soil
Contaminat
ion
Noise and
Vibration

1.5

1.7

Mitigation Measures

Parameters to be
monitored

Duration

Sparkling water to control
dust,
Barricading around
construction site
Water pollution preventive
measures
(e.g. Sedimentation Basin,
Silk Screen)
Waste at designated final
disposal site out of airport
premises (See Appendix H)
Inspection and maintenance
of construction equipment

Visual inspection of dust

Construction
period

Daily

Visual inspection of
turbidity

Construction
period

Monthly

Status of mitigation
measures

Construction
period

Monthly

Status of mitigation
measures

Construction
period

Monthly

Barricading around
construction site

Whether to be installed or
not
[Reference]*2*3
Noise level : 85dB
Vibration Level:75dB
Status of mitigation
measures

Beginning of
construction
period

Once

Construction
period

Monthly

Whether to be installed or
not

Once

Monthly

Odor

Water pollution preventive
measures
(e.g. Sedimentation Basin,
Silk Screen)
2. Natural Environment
3. Social Environment
3.12- Landscape
Barricading around
a
construction site
3.12b

Landscaping and
re-vegetation

Whether to be carried out
or not

3.15

Training on infectious
diseases for construction
workers

Whether to be carried out
or not

Beginning of
construction
period
End of
construction
period
Construction
period

Industrial health
management

Status of mitigation
measures

Construction
period

Infectious
Diseases
such as
HIV/AIDS
3.16 Labor
Environme
nt
(including
work
safety)
4. Others

Frequency
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Once
Monthly

4.1

Accidents

Safety apparatus for
construction workers,
Compliance with traffic
regulations

Status of mitigation
measures

Construction
period

Monthly

*1: Implementing Organization: Contractor (The cost shall be included in the construction cost.), Supervising Organization: EQPB
*2: Noise Restriction Act/Vibration Restriction Act, Japan
*3: Specification regarding noise and vibration of construction equipment, which causes significant impact on noise and vibration under operation,
shall be verified in advance from the operation on the construction works. The impacts shall be monitored by measurements as necessary.

Source: JICA Study Team
Table 9.2 Environmental Monitoring Plan (Operation Phase) *2
No.

Impacts

1. Pollution
1.2
Water
Pollution

Mitigation Measures

Appropriate maintenance
and operation of water
treatment facility (See
Appendix I)
1.3-a Waste
Waste at designated final
disposal site out of airport
premises
1.3-b
Promoting 3Rs (Reduce,
Reuse, and Recycle) with
airlines and tenants
2. Natural Environment
3. Social Environment
4. Others

Parameters to be
monitored

Duration

Frequency

Status of mitigation
measures

Operations

Yearly

Status of mitigation
measures

Operations

Yearly

Status of mitigation
measures

Operations

Yearly

*2: Implementing Organization: JV (The cost shall be included in the operation cost.), Supervising Organization: EQPB (as necessary)

Source: JICA Study Team
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10. Frameworks
(1)

Responsibilities and Authorities for Implementation of Mitigation Measures

Effective implementation of the Environmental Management Plan (EMP) requires an institutional setting, framework
and information flows. The JV as the implementing agency will be responsible for the construction phase and operation
phase of the project. The responsibility for implementing the environmental management and monitoring plan will be a
joint cooperation between the Contactor and the JV. The Contactor will be responsible for the implementation of the
EMP and producing monthly EMP monitoring report to the JV.
The JV will assess the Contractors’ monthly monitoring report and carry out a quarterly audit to ascertain the
Contactor’s compliance to construction contracts (including EMP measures and provisions), state and health of the
nearby environmental resources, and the effectiveness of the mitigation measures and complaints. An audit report will
be prepared for the contactor to execute corrective actions or mitigation measures for impacts where appropriate.
The JV will submit the report to EQPB as well as they will supervise the implementation of the EMP and assess the
report.
Proposed Implementation Framework on Environmental and Social Consideration
(Construction Phase, Operation Phase)
EQPB
Supervising

Reporting

Grievance

Reporting

Public

JV
Instruction

JICA
Reporting

Contractor*

*Construction Period

Implementation and revision of
Mitigation Measures and Monitoring

*Necessity of reporting to EQPB shall be finalized on the process of EA examination depending on the mitigation
measures and the monitoring plan.
Source: JICA Study Team
(2)

Coordination and Dialogue with stakeholders

Regular dialogues during all phases (detailed design, pre-construction, construction and commissioning and operation
of the facility) of project implementation will be undertaken by all parties concerned with the stakeholders and
communities within the vicinity of the proposed development. This will ensure that information will be fed back to the
stakeholders and communities relevant to the project implementation and that issues and concerns of the affected people
and communities will be streamed back to the Design Consultants, Contractor and the JV, etc. The coordination that
should carried out such as:
•
•
•

EQPB will supervise the result of environmental management.
To avoid social envy and to optimize the absorption of manpower that complies with their skill, coordination should
be carried out with Airai State Government.
Intensive coordination with related institution in Provincial Government during construction so as the airport
development will running out smoothly.
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(3)

Grievance Redress Mechanism

Grievance desk shall be prepared in the Contractor to hear the voice of local community related to the construction
works. The contacts of the grievance desk (i.e. address and telephone number) are informed in advance to the local
community by the contractor.

11. Stakeholder Meetings
The meetings were held with some relevant stakeholders to carry out this survey appropriately. The outline of the
meetings is shown in the table below. There are no residents who are affected by the significant negative impacts
generated from the project activities. There was no opposing view through the meetings.
Table 11.1 Outline of Stakeholder Meetings
Category

Stakeholder

Government
Authority

Environmental Quality
Protection Board
(EQPB)

(ditto)

(ditto)

Ministry of Natural
Resources, Environment
and Tourism (MNRET),
PAN Office
Ministry of Public
infrastructure, Industries
and Commerce (MPIIC),
Bureau of Aviation (BOA)

(ditto)

Ministry of Public
infrastructure, Industries
and Commerce (MPIIC),
Bureau of Public Works

(ditto)

Ministry of Public
infrastructure, Industries
and Commerce (MPIIC),
Bureau of Public Works,

Major Topics, Contents of Discussion
・EIA of Palau International Airport and the relevant documents
→EIA system in Palau was established based on US system. The EA,
EIS correspond IEE, EIA respectively.
→EA process shall be required for the project inconsideration of the
content and scale.
→The duration for the process shall be approx. 1 to 1.5 months at the
soonest, 3 to 4 months in average. The fee is usually exempted
from development activities by the national government.
→The assumed relevant regulations of EQPB are 1) Earthmoving
Regulations, 2) Toilet Facilities And Wastewater Disposal
Systems, 3) Solid Waste Management Regulations, and 4) Ozone
Layer Protection Regulations.
→Examination fee of Earthmoving Permit costs $10. The permit is
valid for one year in principle but it can be extended in
accordance with the duration and the progress of the project.
・Implementation status of Environmental Management Plan and
Environmental Monitoring Plan on Palau International Airport
→There is no result of Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and
Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMoP).
・Conservation areas
→PALARIS supervises conservation area in Palau in accordance
with the classification of IUCN.
・Airport Facilities
→The water supply facility and the sewage treatment facility are
maintained with periodic maintenance and well operated.
・Status of the relevant infrastructure in surrounding area
→There are no plans of mitigation measure for traffic congestion in
Koror city area but there are plans to establish local road to assess
each village in Babeldaob from arterial road.
→There are allocated disposal sites on the north of the airport for the
construction waste of the airport development. There is a
designated disposal site of Airai state on the south of the airport.
There is a plan to establish new disposal site in Aimeliik state
since the disposal site of Koror state (M dock) is assumed to
reach the capacity by 2018.
・Clearance of Unexploded Ordnance (UXO)
→Necessity of clearance of UXO shall be confirmed on the process
of EA by EQPB. The project site shall not be required the
clearance since the site is located in the existing aerodrome
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Safety Office

(ditto)

(ditto)

(ditto)

(ditto)

(ditto)

property land.
→However, the construction works shall be stopped and the
supervisor shall report the safety office in case UXO is identified.
The clearance work of the UXO shall be carried out supervised
by the safety office.
・Historic areas
→There are no historic remains nor cultural heritages within the
Ministry of Community and
existing aerodrome property land.
Cultural Affairs (MCAA),
→Site
survey with Palauan government officers of the relevant
Bureau of Cultural and
authorities shall be carried out in case some remains have been
Historical Preservation
identified within the project area to receive necessary guidance
how to preserve the remains.
・Land use plan in Airai state
→There is a designated disposal site for state residents in Airai on
the south of the airport. The wastes from airport are dumped into
the site. New disposal site to be established in Aimeliik state is
expected since the capacity is almost tight and bird strike issue is
also concerned. The proposed site for new disposal site in
Aimeliik state was selected in consideration of environmental
conditions such as prospects and watersheds, and certified by
proper environmental procedure in Palau. The initial
development activity funded by Taiwanese government has been
Airai State
announced.
Public Lands Authority
→There are two (2) allocated disposal sites on the north of the airport
(ASPLA)
for the construction waste of the airport development. The waste
of on-going FAA project is dumped into the sites. The waste of
this project will be dumped into the sites.
→The problem of soil erosion and sedimentation in Airai bay caused
by development activities is unsettled although mitigation
measure such as sand sedimentation pond facility was installed.
→The interview accepter who is involved in the steering committee
which undertakes decision making in the organization and lives
near the airport, gave their opinion that there is no opposing view
for the project.
・Land use plan near the airport
→According to Airai state land use plan, existing aerodrome
property land is designated as industrial area (I) and there are no
historic remains.
Airai State,
Department of Planning and →Residential area development adjacent to the airport near former
terminal building is promoted rapidly on the scheme of land lease
Development
by Airai state.
(DOPD)
→Above mentioned land use plan, hotel resort development area
(RV) is also designated. New resort can be established through
appropriate application for the development even the proposed
area is not designated as RV.
・Construction permit
→Construction permit shall be applied to Airai state office attached
Airai State,
with project summary and EA document approved by EQPB. It
Department of State
takes 1 to 2 days for the examination with 2 USD for fee. Historic
Treasury and Finance
clearance is also verified in the above mentioned examination
(DOST&F)
process but the measures are not required for this project since
there are no historic remains around the project site.
・Status of waste management
Koror State,
Waste Management Office →EIA system in Palau was established based on the US system and
set the environmental standards. Currently numeric monitoring is
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Public
Corporation

Palau Public Utility
Corporation
(PPUC)

NGO

Palau Conservation Society
(PCS)

not implemented in Palau except quality control for public water
supply.
→Capacity development of human capital and organization for
environmental management and monitoring is required in Palau.
It can be implemented by outsourcing. The office implements air
quality monitoring autonomously.
→The capacity of dump site in Koror state is tight, therefore new
dump site in Aimeliik state development plan is supposed to
implemented by Taiwanese and Japanese fund.
→The office generates oil from recycled plastic wastes and utilizes
the oil for fuel to generates electric power.
・Power supply, water supply and waste water treatment
→Power supply, water supply and sewage treatment are managed by
PPUC. Waste treatment is managed by National Government
since the management is difficult to secure the profitability.
→Sewage treatment facility development plan funded by ADB
includes design, procurement and construction phase. The
facility will be established near former terminal area. The
coverage of the facility is limited only residential area on the
south of the airport.
→The capacity of the facility operated by PPUC was confirmed.
・General information for environmental issue
→The problem of soil erosion and sedimentation in Airai bay caused
by development activities is unsettled.
→Residential area development adjacent to the airport is promoted
rapidly. The development area is concentrated near the airport
since the accessibility from arterial road takes priority.
→The staffs who lives near the airport gave their opinion that there is
not disturbance of living and sleeping caused by aircraft noise.
Source: JICA Study Team
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